Summer Workshop Schedule
Friday, May 11, 2018
Lectures in PAIS 290

8:30 am  **COFFEE AND PASTRY**  PAIS Lobby
9:00 am  **Tanya Broesch**  SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
         *Why and how to incorporate culture into developmental science + Q&A*
9:45 am  **Adam Boyette**  DUKE UNIVERSITY
         *Co-evolution of learning and caring in humans: The case of men’s teaching + Q&A*
10:30 am **Philippe Rochat**  EROMY UNIVERSITY
         *Distinct collective temperaments in children across cultures + Q&A*
11:15 am **BUFFET LUNCH**  PAIS Lobby
12:45 pm **Laura Shneidman**  UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUTÓNOMA DE MÉXICO
         *Culture and social learning in infancy + Q&A*
1:30 pm  **Lana Karasik**  COLLEGE OF STATEN ISLAND AND GRADUATE CENTER, CUNY
         *Motor development across cultures + Q&A*
2:15 pm  **COFFEE AND SNACKS**  PAIS Lobby
2:45 pm  **Robyn Fivush**  EMORY UNIVERSITY
         *The cultural ecology of family narratives + Q&A*
3:30 pm  **Michelle Kline**  SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
         *Variation is the universal: Making culture work in developmental psychology + Q&A*
4:15 pm  **Kelly Marin**  MANHATTAN COLLEGE
         *Wrap Up Session*